




Difference of the Image on the Sketch Design and Real Clothing 
Part 1 : Image of the Fabric Pattern on the Sketch Design 
Masaru Yamakawa， Atsuko Akashi， Y ukiko Yamaguchi， and Setsuko Isaji 
Department 01 Textiles and Clothing Science 
Mukogawa Women's University， Nishinomiya 663 
When we make a clothing exactly from a sketch design， the image of the clothing and the 
image of the sketch design are frequently different. A sketch design has an exaggeration or 
an omission to emphasize the image in a design. If the image of a sketch design can't be 
comprehended exactly by any kinds of producers for clothing， they can't make clothing which 
answers designer's purpose. 
At first we investigated about fabric patterns， and we researched the difference of the 
image on the sketch ，design and real clothing in order to know how designers should draw 
the sketch design to communicate their image exactly. 
As a result， a recognition of a sketch design relates to a kind of fabric pattern， and 
designers need to change the way of drawing (exaggeration or moderation) according to the 
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Fig. 3 Size of Sketch Design 
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Fig. 4 lmaginary Difference between Sketch Fig. 5 lmaginary Difference between Sketch 
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Fig. 6 lmaginary Difference between Sketch Fig. 7 lmaginary Difference between Sketch 
Design and Real.Clothing on Looking at Skirts. Design and Real Clothing on Looking at Fabrics 
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Table 1 Analysis of Variance on Image from 
Sketch Design 






















Size of Sketch Design 
Error 
Total 











τable 2 Analysis of Variance on Image from 
Sketch Design 
Fadcr 
Drgrce of Ratio of 
Freeclom 
Fabric Patlern (A) 4.590本
Size of Sketch 口esign(日) 0.287 
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